SERVALAN®
Compact Fast NVR

The easiest & most reliable way to Record HD/Megapixel cameras.

This is what it does...

- No reoccurring license / corporate blackmail fees.
- Record 18 IP cameras per Servalan.
- Future proof, incredible bandwidth for SD, HD and mega-pixel cameras.
- Compact 1.5U high.
- Fault tolerant, stand alone design, self repairs, not a PC, (so Anti-Virus software and updates are not required).
- Hard disks removable from the front panel while power is on and recording is taking place.
- Disk capacity expandable as disk capacity increases.
- All disks hot swappable, including the disk being recorded to.
- Very low power and low heat operation; 43 Watts or less.
- Built in virtual matrix, allows any camera to be viewed anywhere, by any operator.
- Accepts remote analogue cameras via Tecton Jigsaw or other Codecs.
- Easy to use Nucleus IP control centre GUI software to control up to 9,000 cameras.
- Rack mountable.
- Designed and manufactured in Britain.
- Eliminates the need for separate storage and servers.
- Unique hardware only design, no Windows, no software.
- Set up over the network, or directly from the front panel.
- Individual disks can be removed and then viewed by the Police.
- Incredibly fast evidence download speeds (while still recording). 400Mb/s.
- IP camera present lights. Great for fault finding/visual checks.
- No shut down procedure, UPS not required.
- Power control for each hard disk.
- Compatible with ONVIF cameras.
- Easy to install and use, small systems to massive ones.
- You will be surprised at how straightforward an IP installation can be.

For more technical details contact the manufacturers, Tecton Ltd.
02380 695858 www.tecton.co.uk sales@tecton.co.uk